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I. FIRST PRINCIPLES PHONON
CALCULATIONS

The phonon dynamic structure factor weighted by the
x-ray atomic form factors was calculated using density
functional perturbation theory (DFPT). Since the mass
of the La and Ba atoms are similar, calculations were
performed using La2CuO4 without accounting for the
doping. We used the low-temperature tetragonal (LTT)
structure as a starting point and relaxed the atomic po-
sitions in order to minimize the energy. We use a pseu-
dopotential method with a special variant of the basis set
(so-called mixed basis), which can deal rather efficiently
with transition metal compounds [1]. Norm-conserving
pseudopotentials including partial core corrections are
constructed following the scheme of Vanderbilt [2]. 3s
and 3p semi-core states of Cu and 5p and 5d semi-core
states of La are treated as valence states. La f states
are not taken into account explicitly. The basis sets con-
sist of local functions of s, p and d symmetry at the Cu
and La sites, and of s and p symmetry at the O sites,
augmented with plane waves up to a cutoff energy of
24 Ry. The exchange-correlation functional is treated in
the local-density approximation (LDA) using the form
given by Perdew and Wang [3]. Under such approxima-
tions, the electronic ground state is metallic (as opposed
to the real material La2CuO4, which is known to be a
Mott insulator), which actually better represents the hole
doped case. Brillouin zone summations are carried out
with tetragonal 8 × 8 × 4 k-point meshes in combination
with a Gaussian broadening of 0.2 eV. Dynamical matri-
ces on a 2×2×2 mesh of phonon momenta are calculated
with DFPT as implemented in the mixed-basis pseudopo-
tential method [4]. Dynamical matrices at arbitrary Q
are then obtained by standard Fourier interpolation, and
S(Q, ω) is derived from the related phonon frequencies
and eigenvectors. As shown in Fig. 1, these calculations
reproduce the measured phonon energies at Q-vectors
away from the CDW within the expected accuracy of a
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Figure 1. Projected Cu y, Cu z, La y and La z atomic mo-
tions on M1 and M2 modes.

couple of meV and justifies the phonon fitting procedure.
This also clarifies that the overall effect of the CDW on
the phonons in general is rather small, which is expected
as only a relatively small fraction of the electrons partic-
ipate in the CDW. Strong effects are localized in a small
range reciprocal space around the CDW wavevector.

Our DFPT calculation shows that the M1 and M2
modes are associated with z and y direction motions of
the heavier La and Cu atoms. Figure 1 shows the pro-
jected Cu and La motions on the M1 and M2 modes.
We find that besides the Cu y motion, all other atomic
motions are mixed in M1 and M2 and have a strong mo-
mentum dependence, which is expected considering the
experimental data is collected away from high crystal
symmetry lines. Therefore neither M1 nor M2 can be as-
signed to a purely longitudinal or transverse mode. The
calculation finds that M1 has primarily transverse acous-
tic character and M2 has mixed longitudinal acoustic and
longitudinal optical character. These modes connect to
the transverse and longitudinal branches of the [0,0,L]
direction, respectively.

In an electron-phonon coupling driven CDW scenario,
we note that one expects the phonon modes to soften to
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zero (or very low) energy at the transition. Furthermore,
below the transition one might expect new modes related
to the CDW to exist dispersing out of a CDW Bragg
peak. In our measurement, we see only partial phonon
softening, so we do not expect to be able to see such
modes. Furthermore the structure factor of such modes
could be far weaker than those studied here.

II. FITTING OF PHONON SPECTRA

The data were fit using a sum of the signals from differ-
ent phonon modes, multiplied by the Bose factor and con-
voluted with the energy resolution function R(ω) (Eq. B1
of the main text). We also include an intensity-scaled
resolution function to represent the elastic line Rel and a
constant offset Ic, such that

S(Q, ω) =
∑
i

χ′′i (Q, ω)

1 − e−ω/kBT
∗R(ω) +Rel(ω) + Ic. (1)

Here phonon modes are represented by the damped har-
monic oscillator form [5]

χ′′i (Q, ω) =
4Aiγiωωi

π [(ω2 − ω2
i )2 + 4ω2γ2i ]

(2)

where Ai, ωi and 2γi are the intensity, energy and full
width at half maximum of phonon peak i at the mea-
sured wavevector, Q. The exact form of the resolution
function for each analyzer in the slit setting used for the
experiment was determined by fitting the elastic line at
low temperature. At each momentum transfer, the num-
ber of phonon peaks at different temperatures is fixed.
Although the development of uniform long-range CDW
order would be expected to cause splitting and folding ef-
fects on the phonon spectra, as we discussed in the main
text, the CDW correlation, even in the ordered phase, is
dominated (∼90% [6]) by very short correlation length
fluctuations. On this basis, possible folding and splitting
effects would be expected to be weak. We carefully ex-
amined the lineshapes of the observed peaks and found
that they are well-described within a scheme where the
number of modes is fixed by the DFPT predictions, so
we used this approach in the data analysis. Indeed, as
we show in Fig. 2 of the main text, the phonon spectra
away from QCDW do not change across the CDW transi-
tion temperature, while the phonon spectra near QCDW

become narrower. This low temperature phonon narrow-
ing is opposite to what is expected in the presence of
phonon-splitting supporting our approach.

Non-linear least squares minimization as implemented
in Ref. [7] was used to fit the model to the data. Error-
bars on fitted parameters are the standard error from the
diagonal elements of the covariance matrix. We further
confirmed the robustness of small effects such as the re-
duced width of M2 at K = 0.24 r.l.u. for 12 and 45 K
by computing the confidence interval which tests for, and
was able to exclude, possible problems due to correlated
fitting parameters.
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Figure 2. (a)-(e) Momentum dependent M2 phonon scat-
tering rate at 12, 45, 70, 130, 200 and 300 K respectively.
The vertical and horizontal dashed lines represent QCDW and
the instrumental energy resolution, respectively. The purple
shaded area represents the width of the CDW peak shown in
Fig. 4 of the main text.
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Figure 3. Doping dependence of the phonon anomaly in
La2−xBaxCuO4. The M2 phonon dispersion of x = 0.095
is plotted with open symbols and compared to results for
x = 0.125 in the inset. Colored dashed lines are guides to
the eyes and vertical black dotted lines mark the CDW order-
ing wavevector [8]. x = 0.095 has a weaker phonon anomaly
than x = 0.125 as indicated by the arrow.

III. MOMENTUM DEPENDENT PHONON
SCATTERING RATE

The momentum dependent M2 phonon widths mea-
sured at all temperatures are shown in Fig. 2. The sudden
drop of the scattering rate is confined to a narrow range
near QCDW and only observed below TCDW = 54 K. The
gray shaded area represents the width of the ordered-
CDW peak at 23 K shown in Fig. 4 of the main text. The
vertical and horizontal dashed lines represent QCDW and
the instrumental energy resolution, respectively.
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Figure 4. (a) and (b) Elastic line subtracted and Bose-factor
corrected IXS spectra of La1.905Ba0.095CuO4 at K = 0.21
and 0.23 r.l.u. respectively. Purple and cyan curve are data
below (12 K) and above (45 K) the superconducting transition
temperature at 31 K.

IV. DOPING DEPENDENCE OF THE
PRECURSOR PHONON ANOMALY

To further investigate the nature of the phonon anoma-
lies, we performed the same measurement on more under-
doped La1.905Ba0.095CuO4. The cooling-induced soften-
ing observed in Fig. 3 is significantly weaker 1.3(4) meV
in x = 0.095 compared to 2.2(2) meV in x = 0.125 con-

firming that these effects are due to CDW correlations,
which are expected to be weaker away from x = 0.125
[8]. No changes in phonon energy or width are de-
tected through the superconducting transition at 31 K
(Supp. IV). We find that in x = 0.095, the maximum soft-
ening occurs at larger wavevectors than the CDW order-
ing wavevector of 0.21 [8] and that the inflection points
in the dispersion occur at similar locations to x = 0.125
(0.24 at 12 K and 0.3 at 300 K). This is again consis-
tent with the weakly doping dependent CDW wavevector
in YBa2Cu3O6+δ supporting our previous interpretations
[9, 10].

V. THE EFFECT OF SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

Since previous phonon measurements in
YBa2Cu3O6+δ, detected changes in the phonon spectra
upon cooling through the superconducting transition
temperature Tc [11], we checked for similar effects in
La1.905Ba0.095CuO4. Figure 4 shows the IXS spectra
below and above Tc at K = 0.21 and 0.23 r.l.u. We
do not detect any statistically significant changes and
estimate that phonon softening effects, if present, are
smaller than 0.5 meV.
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